
PRELUDE 

 

I 

Behold the coming of these words 

that herald in struggled song 

my own soul’s life, my heart’s ecology; 

What I am and what I was, 

but never what I shall be; 

All that bends about my secret eye 

and turns me to this scratching, 

to hack and carve my canyoned heart 

for singing words;  

To find this potter’s words, 

working them, spinning and shaping 

until I throw lines completed 

into my life’s sea’s darkest part 

for one cheering moment in which  

I catch some callow dream, 

or prick the essence of my art. 

 

II 

I’ve to praise God in this stammering; 

I’ve to celebrate His ordinary stuff 

that’s filmed and flaked with sweetness, 

cherishing the drippings of His wings 

in simpleness and hidden labor 

till these lines ring in obscure witness. 

 

III 

Behold the creaking of this clay 

with each green shout and swelling bud 

that bumps against the prophet wind; 

Now hear this tangled singing 

that strains upon redemption’s brief 

to find one note of silver pitch 

that warns of waste and ugliness; 

That rages against antique prejudice,  

or weeps at virtue’s death, as though 

the sorrows of my God were eased. 

 

IV 

I’ve to rage against tyranny  

and the advocates of death 

who’ve filled the world with weaponry, 

or spill man’s dignity 

upon some senseless craze. 

 

V 

I’ve to love the persons of my life 

and those now separate  

in attitudes and states of heart 

whom once I loved,  

nor knew at hand’s last touch 

the anguish in my prismed soul 

that cut so few and simple memories 

into its lean and tightened surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

VI 

And I’ve to laud God’s crafts 

and endless skills 

that set the stars in elegance 

and charged the earths with teeming. 

 

VII 

Behold this simple coming that signals 

a counterpoint of freedom 

to the common duties of my life; 

Here’s my joy, my truth; 

Here’s my canticled reaching. 
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